Take Contract Review to the Next Level

Here’s how much time you and your team could save by using eBrevia to review 2,000 documents related to a specific deal or project:

**Using eBrevia**

500 hrs

**Manual Review**

1,000 hrs

That’s valuable time you can put toward other billable work, use to reduce unbillable hours in flat-fee scenarios and market your firm’s use of technology and innovation as a competitive advantage.
eBrevia uses industry-leading machine learning and natural language processing technology to extract data from documents with unprecedented speed and accuracy.

Here are just a few scenarios in which eBrevia can give your team a competitive advantage:

**M&A AND TRANSACTIONAL WORK**
Automate the diligence process on the buy or sell side by quickly reviewing large sets of contracts for problematic or missing provisions. Generate diligence reports in a variety of formats.

**GENERAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT**
Track and report contract expiration dates, auto-renewal, and liabilities and obligations. Summarize NDA obligations across multiple types of contracts. Group contracts and their related documents for simultaneous review to get the most current terms extracted.

**VENDOR AND CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT**
Quickly review MSAs, SOWs and NDAs to avoid auto-renewals on unused products/services and reduce costs. Discover multiple contracts within the same party and leverage data to negotiate better terms in bulk.

**COMPLIANCE PROJECTS**
Identify non-compliant contracts during GDPR repapering. Review contracts to comply with changes in law and regulations.

**REAL ESTATE AND OTHER LEASES**
Extract key operational and other data from lease documents and track ongoing amendments and renewals with ease.

**IP MANAGEMENT**
Identify licensed materials. Track service terms and expirations. Summarize rights and obligations.

**HUMAN RESOURCES**
Summarize confidentiality and non-solicitation obligations. Compare employee agreements against standard form. Track salaries and benefits.

Learn about DFIN’s end-to-end risk and compliance solutions.
Visit [DFINsolutions.com](http://DFINsolutions.com) | Call us +1 800 823 5304